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Globe takes seriously the challenge of Member Care. In recent years, as I was praying about 
Globe’s growth plans for coming decades, the Lord spoke to me these words: “TAKE CARE OF 

YOUR PEOPLE.” That mandate has become our marching orders. Member Care is not new to Globe, but we are upping 
our game considerably right now. 

Our Base-Line is this: The eleven active Directors on the Globe Leadership Team include two Directors of Member 
Care. Bob and Melissa Hill have been serving in international ministry on two continents for nearly forty years. They 

have incredible experience in leadership and even more incredible hearts for 
God’s global servants. Bob and Melissa are uniquely suited to provide care for 
missionaries. 

Our Growth Curve is this: To serve with them, the Hills have pulled together 
a capable Member Care Team of qualified professionals and veteran mission-
aries who love missionaries and their children. Additionally, Globe continues 
to add administrative services to make the job of missions easier for our field 
personnel. 

This edition of the Inside Globe International highlights some of the multiple 
facets of Globe’s growing Member Care Team and Work. 

I hope you enjoy this insider view of our commitment to take care of our people! 
Thank you for being a part of the Globe Team!

CARING FOR & EMPOWERING OUR MEMBERS

by Doug Gehman

“Missionary care is not an easy task. Spread around the world, serving on almost every 
continent, missionaries still comprise a ‘body of believers’ and a ‘network of leaders’ 

who need love, care, connection, encouragement, and resources.” 



The Globe Network currently serves over 300 missionaries in 60 nations, and is comprised of six organizations which include Globe International (US), Globe 
Mission (Germany), Globe Switzerland, Globe UK, Globe Brazil, and Mision Global (Mexico).  Globe International was founded in 1973, and has been a member 
of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability since 1983. All contributions to Globe International are tax deductible. Individual contributor reports are 
issued quarterly. 
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MAKING DISCIPLES. PLANTING CHURCHES. REACHING NATIONS.

Globe Med:

180 Retreat Recap:

COMING SOON!
PASSWORD PROTECTED RESOURCE SITE: We will be creating a password protected website for our members and 
donors to access helpful information, resources, etc!

QUARTERLY ZOOMS: We will be planning quarterly Zoom meetings covering various subjects such as mental health, 
Third Culture Kids, Taking Donors Seriously fund raising, and transitions on the field. 

GLOBE IS STARTING A PODCAST! The "Crazy Missionary Stories" podcast is now in the works. We will be interviewing 
missionaries on and off the field about their craziest experiences as missionaries. This will be available on all podcast 
platforms!

Ryan and Chris Haney are having Zoom meetings 
with the children twice a month. The children enjoy 

the puppets and making friends around the world. The GOAL of Globe 
Kids: Every Globe Kid is connected with friends, nurtured in their overall 
development, and empowered to grow as a young person to follow God’s 
call on their lives.

Our team has been in training with Young Life 
for six weeks and is now meeting weekly on their 

own planning how the group will look on Zoom.They plan to launch in August. The GOAL 
of Globe Young Life: Every Globe young person is connected 
to Christian and missionary peers, friends and leaders that 
are walking with them into adulthood as Christ followers.

Dr. Robert Griffith is meeting with Globe 
missionary Karen Welker, registered 

nurse, to establish protocols for Globe Med. Their plan is 
to go live in the fall. The GOAL of Globe Med: Every Globe 
missionary is resourced and connected with Christian health 
professionals who are providing life-giving feedback to their 
physical, mental, and spiritual lives.

180 recap: The 2021 Globe 
Virtual 180 was another grand 

success as a Zoom gathering for our Globe family. Just at 
100 participants joined for the three day online May event. 

There was much interaction with our speakers, breakout rooms, prayer time, and fellowship. This year’s 180 was 
filled with information, resources, encouragement, and empowerment for everyone. While we will return to having 
live 180 events in the future, the power of virtual gatherings has enriched and expanded Globe’s ability to reach 
more of our members with greater excellence. To watch the recorded event, go to our Facebook, and find the 3 
videos titled "Globe 180 Conference".

Updates FROM THE MEMBER CARE FAMILY

Globe Kids:

Globe Young Life:
Ryan & Chris Haney

Globe 180 ZOOM Retreat


